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CREATIVE 
STUFF

BIOGRAPHY
Nick Shelton, is the best-selling author of An Introvert's Guide To World Domination,
speaker and coach for introverted career professionals and has been fine-tuning the
craft of effective social strategy and high-level networking for twenty years.

Beginning with his time in the United States Air Force which taught him how to break
down complicated practices into simple steps, Nick learned skills that were
indispensable to his journey.

Coupled with extensive research and fifteen years of experience in the oil and gas
industry, Nick cracked the code and developed tools that gave him the confidence to
flourish in all types of social situations. Nick has successfully built a strong, high-
level, international network of friends, colleagues, and associates and teaches
introverts how to navigate social events with ease and make REAL connections in
order to upgrade their lives and lifestyles.

3 POPULAR SPEAKING TOPICS:

 What to do to get maximum value when attending a conference

 Getting Known, Making Connections, & Maintaining Relationships

 Networking to win in a virtual environment

AS SEEN ON:

NBC, FOX, CBS



ABOUT NICK SHELTON

TESTIMONIALS:

"Nick is an amazing speaker. I can honestly say I had trepidation engaging a publicly acknowledged introvert for an event. His honesty and understated humor completely captivated a
pretty diverse audience. He was the highlight of the event, and honestly gave one of the best presentations I've seen in years."

Les Makepeace
les@mywinelist.co (not .COM!)
303-810-4192

Video Testimonial by Jessica Gonzales of Denver Great Minds

PODCAST APPEARANCES:

 The Daily Bell w/Joe Jarvis:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhGVdTb2ygc

 All In with Rick Jordan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsUgW4dYMyk

 The Mountain Top Podcast w/Scot McKay: https://mountaintoppodcast.com/episode-221-seen-

known-remembered/?fbclid=IwAR378sL2Q3qAkZ6vsx3s36Xj3Fw1O14xh2Wg6KYwGwOLN-

5v2kugQgweH0E

 Author Hour Podcast: https://authorhour.co/an-introverts-guide-to-world-domination-nick-shelton/
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